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this volume of work explores the politics challenges and future of un peacekeeping
operations from the asia pacific this is an unparallelled analysis of the state of
the united nations peace operations and their impact on asian security this new
volume examines new strategies being adopted by the un including doctrinal shifts in
peace operation and assesses the division of labour between the un regional
organisation and non governmental organisations actors based on selected papers from
mostly asian scholars the book offers regional perspectives from south southeast and
northeast asia on the changing nature of un peace operations and analyses some of the
core issues that are of critical relevance to regional security in asia in addition
it reveals interesting new insights on the new players in the area of peace
operations i e china and japan and considers their projected roles as defined by
their respective security concepts it also delves into issues of possible areas of
concern caused by the new activism of these regional powers in peace operations
finally the book also revisits the significant lessons learnt from the un experience
in cambodia and east timor and examines their impact on future directions of peace
operations this book was previously published as a special issue of the leading
journal international peacekeeping focusing on east asia this collection explores the
paradox of functional regional cooperation in the areas of humanitarian assistance
disaster relief and un peacekeeping operations in a context of increasing regional
tensions and threats east asia comprising the states of the association of southeast
asian nations and china japan the republic of korea and the democratic people s
republic of korea is facing a range of human traditional climate and ideational
threats in addressing some of these threats particularly those arising from climate
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induced disasters this region has been able to develop some ad hoc cooperative
practices that according to functional logics of regional integration could lead to
longer term sustained coordinated responses and even regional partnerships similarly
the region is increasingly contributing to un peacekeeping operations where these
states also cooperate in the context of an un led mission yet despite the potential
for these interactions to lead to greater regional integration and coordinated action
in responding to a range of security threats these interactions are increasingly
taking place in a context of animosity both between regional powers and with extra
regional powers this edited collection explores these functional interactions and
posits conclusions about the potential for longer term sustained coordinated action
these papers engage with a range of theoretical approaches in explaining the patterns
of relations that are present in the region in relation to humanitarian assistance
disaster relief and un peacekeeping operations the chapters in this book were
originally published as a special issue of the australian journal of international
affairs the problems of peacekeeping in somalia rwanda and former yugoslavia marked a
turning point for major powers in international military peacekeeping major support
for a more pro active un role in peacekeeping has not been forthcoming and where
major power involvement is deemed vital non un peace operations have increasingly
become the norm this valuable volume explores the continuing significance of
peacekeeping in international affairs particularly in terms of its military
dimensions and examines the priorities and perspectives of the major powers in
relation to their military participation in international peacekeeping and wider
peace operations in the twenty first century it is ideal for scholars and students
interested in contemporary international politics international relations
international organizations security and strategic studies conflict resolution and
foreign policy analysis this book explores civil military relations in asia with
chapters on individual countries in the region it provides a comprehensive account of
the range of contemporary asian practices under conditions of abridged democracy soft
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authoritarianism or complete totalitarianism through its analysis the book argues
that civil military relations in asia ought to be examined under the concept of asian
military evolutions it demonstrates that while asian militaries have tried to
incorporate standard western derived frameworks of civil military relations it has
been necessary to adapt such frameworks to suit local circumstances the book reveals
how this has in turn led to creative fusions and novel changes in making civil
military relations an asset to furthering national security objectives china has
become an enthusiastic supporter of and contributor to un peacekeeping is china s
participation in peacekeeping likely to strengthen the current international
peacekeeping regime by china s adopting of the international norms of peacekeeping or
on the contrary is it likely to alter the peacekeeping norms in a way that aligns
with its own worldview and as china s international confidence grows will it begin to
consider peacekeeping a smaller and lesser part of its international security
activity and thus not care so much about it this book aims to address these questions
by examining how the prc has developed its peacekeeping policy and practices in
relation to its international status it does so by bringing in both historical and
conceptual analyses and specific case oriented discussions of china s peacekeeping
over the past twenty years the book identifies the various challenges that china has
faced at political conceptual and operational levels and the ways in which the
country has dealt with those challenges and considers the implication of such
challenges with regards to the future of international peacekeeping this book was
originally published as a special issue of international peacekeeping japan s postwar
constitution in which the japanese government famously renounced war forever has
meant that the country has been reluctant until recently to commit its armed forces
in the international arena however in the last decade or so japan has played a much
more active role in peacekeeping and its troops have been deployed as part of un
forces in trouble spots as varied as the gulf cambodia the golan heights kosovo and
the east timor this book examines these developments within the border context of
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international relations theory and changes in japan s domestic and regional politics
conflicts require a process to guide the belligerents from the battle field to mutual
cooperation but how does one provide the conflict stabilization for this peace
process to operate peacekeeping emerged as one of these tools and has evolved to
become an important element to support the peace process between belligerents in
major inter state and intra state conflict this book takes a broad definition of
multinational peacekeeping in order to provide a basis for comparison and permit
researchers to review operations labeled as peacekeeping by international
organizations the goal of this work is to assist researchers scholars and others who
are interested in peacekeeping and humanitarian operations to sort through the myriad
of peacekeeping or peace operations since 1920 and consider some of the trends and
issues behind these missions this fourth edition of historical dictionary of
multinational peacekeeping contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has more than 700 cross referenced entries
peacekeeping operations people organizations countries and events associated with
peacekeeping this book is an excellent resource for students researchers and anyone
wanting to know more about peacekeeping this book explores the ramifications of the
peacekeeping mission by three countries in light of their various foreign policies
set in the wider scene of international politics the commission did more worthwhile
work than is commonly appreciated in 2004 in response to the group of eight g8 sea
island summit the u s established the global peace operations initiative gpoi a 5
year program to build peacekeeping capabilities worldwide with a focus on africa
since 2005 the dept of state has allocated 374 million and selected 52 countries to
participate in the program congress mandated an assessment and report on the
initiative this report assesses 1 progress made in meeting gpoi goals 2 whether state
is consistently assessing the quality and effectiveness of the training and 3 the
extent to which countries meet program criteria and whether trainees are adequately
screened for human rights abuses includes recommendations charts and tables this book
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examines the emergent conviction that un robust peacekeeping works better than un
traditional peacekeeping in reducing civilian killings within contemporary post cold
war violent civil wars in an unprecedented study nsia pepra has systematically and
empirically documented the relationship between robust peacekeeping and civilian
killings in violent civil wars using both statistical and case study models his
research engagingly expounded upon in un robust peacekeeping indicates that robust
peacekeeping works better than traditional peacekeeping in lowering civilian killings
by spoilers in violent civil wars his book also presents the concept of a formidable
barrier model of robust peacekeeping success using the game theoretical model it
makes policy recommendations to enhance the un s capacity to protect civilians from
human rights violations including a unified coherent doctrinal definition for robust
peacekeeping an operational doctrine on the use of force and improved un intelligence
capacity nsia pepra also suggests employing the ga 1950 uniting for peace resolution
as well as robust mandates common training doctrine pre deployment training improved
un intelligence capacity major power participation implementation of r2p and us
objective global leadership maritime security and peacekeeping will be invaluable to
all students of international relations and anyone with an interest in the
development of un peacekeeping naval power and maritime security the oxford handbook
on united nations peacekeeping operations presents an innovative authoritative and
accessible examination and critique of the united nations peacekeeping operations
since the late 1940s but particularly since the end of the cold war peacekeeping has
been a central part of the core activities of the united nations and a major process
in global security governance and the management of international relations in
general the volume will present a chronological analysis designed to provide a
comprehensive perspective that highlights the evolution of un peacekeeping and offers
a detailed picture of how the decisions of un bureaucrats and national governments on
the set up and design of particular un missions were and remain influenced by the
impact of preceding operations the volume will bring together leading scholars and
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senior practitioners in order to provide overviews and analyses of all 65
peacekeeping operations that have been carried out by the united nations since 1948
as with all oxford handbooks the volume will be agenda setting in importance
providing the authoritative point of reference for all those working throughout
international relations and beyond this edited volume is an outcome of the first
major collaborative project between japanese economists and political scientists
funded by the japan society for the promotion of science the authors of the
individual chapters show that asian states play games of conflict and cooperation
strategically by creating changing or destroying institutions for them conflict and
cooperation are inseparable phenomena and are integral parts of states strategic
interactions under constraints through the establishment of appropriate institutions
that coordinate states actions present conflict can be turned into stable cooperation
in the future no discernible difference exists in the extent of rationality between
the east and the west but substantial variations between regions or even within a
region are found in institutions that are influenced by history and culture
historical and cultural variations divide contemporary asia making regional
institutional cooperation difficult and prompting some asian states to use global or
inter regional arrangements in order to obtain benefits of cooperation qualifications
are provided for this line of argument in the first chapter which also discusses the
affinity of international relations theory and game theory with special attention to
japan and asia the following ten substantive chapters are developed based on the
conceptual framework and for integrity and coherence are sub grouped into four parts
that correspond to major issues in international relations scholarship 1 conflict
management 2 arms control 3 trade and 4 currency this study challenges the easy
assumption that peacekeeping as we ve known it in the past will be the pill for every
ill in the future a new world order means new types of conflict breaking out almost
anywhere in a world that is more volatile and less predictable than before
contributors to this volume argue that we need to get back to basics that there are
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sobering lessons to be learnt from somalia the lebanon and cambodia that we need to
ask some fundamental questions can peacekeeping be reformed or must it be totally
reinvented are soldiers the best peacekeepers and if not who should replace them
introduction is there an asian approach to peacebuilding actors differing motivations
for involvement in peacebuilding a westphalian versus a post westphalian approach
implications for peacebuilding peacebuilding within the region the importance of
bilateral relations the uniquely asian asean way peacebuilding beyond the region
china an independent foreign policy of peace or rather contingent multilateralism
india a global peacekeeper but still a regional hegemon japan asia s exception to the
rule in peacebuilding conclusion in this important controversial and at times
troubling book sandra whitworth looks behind the rhetoric to investigate from a
feminist perspective some of the realities of military intervention under the un flag
whitworth contends that there is a fundamental contradiction between portrayals of
peacekeeping as altruistic and benign and the militarized masculinity that underpins
the group identity of soldiers examining evidence from cambodia and somalia she
argues that sexual and other crimes can be seen as expressions of a violent
hypermasculinity that is congruent with militarized identities but entirely
incongruent with missions aimed at maintaining peace she also asserts that recent
efforts within the un to address gender issues in peacekeeping operations have failed
because they fail to challenge traditional understandings of militaries conflict and
women this unsettling critique of un operations which also investigates the interplay
between gender and racial stereotyping in peacekeeping has the power to change
conventional perceptions with considerable policy implications peacekeeping is a
security concept that is very representative of the current interventionism
multilateralism human rights and humanitarian ideas un peacekeeping plays an
important role in international security and includes various activities that go
beyond the original roles assigned to un armed forces e g humanitarian aid election
supervision disarmament mine clearance civilian protection and peacebuilding the
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problem is to define the economic efficiency of these operations and to develop some
recommendations in the context of an economic globalization process although un
peacekeeping has shortcomings it must be considered essential for organizing and
defending the world politico economic order un peacekeeping is a political activity
but its production strongly depends on nations economic considerations governments
make political decisions that also take into account the economic gains they expect
to obtain from their contribution to any specific mission with low means and
inadequate strategies to meet the challenges un peacekeeping must pay particular
attention to resolving the problems of free riding and of prisoner s dilemma in
contributions that delay deployments and create significant financial problems
understanding how peacekeeping can be most cost effectively carried out while
considering the importance of legitimacy in interventions is essential this book
believes that regional organizations can ease the un s financial responsibility by
managing conflicts in their regions but to be most effective they must involve the un
in their interventions this book also emphasizes un peacekeeping trust funds as the
key to better financial effectiveness it strongly recommends that nato be empowered
by the un with the role of global peace police and proposes the establishment of a un
high ranking team of international specialists in peacekeeping issues this research
should be of interest to students and researchers looking at international and
political economics as well as international relations defence security and peace
studies comprising 60 3 percent of the world s 7 2 billion population asia is an
enigma to many in the west hugely dynamic in its demographic economic technological
and financial development its changes are as rapid as they are diverse the sage
handbook of asian foreign policy provides the reader with a clear balanced and
comprehensive overview on asia s foreign policy and accompanying theoretical trends
placing the diverse and dynamic substance of asia s international relations first and
bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors from across the world
this is a reliable introduction to non western intellectual traditions in asia volume
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1 part 1 theories part 2 themes part 3 transnational politics part 4 domestic
politics part 5 transnational economics volume 2 part 6 foreign policies of asian
states part 6a east asia part 6b southeast asia part 6c south central asia part 7
offshore actors part 8 bilateral issues part 9 comparison of asian sub regions while
waging war is almost as old as humanity peacekeeping is recent but expanding rapidly
over the past few decades dozens of operations have been launched many of them still
effective and more are on the way their existence is crucial yet the general public
knows relatively little about them the a to z of multinational peacekeeping is
designed to help fill this gap based on the updated and revised edition of historical
dictionary of multinational peacekeeping it consists of an introduction chronology
list of acronyms bibliography and dictionary the dictionary includes several hundred
entries on the peacekeeping bodies organizations that established them important
persons involved countries in which they were deployed and main contributing
countries such information provides the background and depth lacking in current media
reporting book jacket this document presents papers on the following topics united
nations procurement peacekeeping and defence procurement the future of peacekeeping
peacekeeping s strategic imperatives the peacekeeping role of the conference on
security and cooperation in europe japan and peacekeeping japanese research education
and training in peacekeeping navy and air force peacekeeping canadian preparations
for peacekeeping the use of overhead surveillance in united nations activities the
need for a standardized peacekeeping education and training system and international
peacekeeping the first reference of its kind this a to z compendium emphasizes
intergovernmental organizations but includes entries relating to the policies of a
number of states toward asia pacific regionalism as well as entries relating to links
with other regions or regional entities such as the european union to place the
international organizations into the broader context of international politics the
author has also included some entries on major international developments in the asia
pacific region since 1945 the intergovernmental organizations can be grouped into
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four broad types 1 region wide 2 sub regional 3 universal with regional presence 4
regional and sub regional functional the focus of this book is on the interaction
between the civilian government and the military in asian and african countries the
authors have gone to great lengths to provide an accurate analysis of both the
advantages and the shortcomings of the respective countries attempts to reach civil
military cooperation each article provides the reader with the information necessary
to make a preliminary judgement on the efficiency of the given country s ability to
achieve harmony between their government and their military this book is the result
of an intense dialogue over two days between senior indian and japanese experts on un
peacekeeping operations in the early 21st century it examines the challenges faced in
un peacekeeping in the light of the brahimi committee report examines the impact of
the un high level panel s report and international commission report on the
responsibility to protect there is an excellent case study of the sierra leone
operations and the transition of the timor leste operations finally it examines
frankly the constraints on un peacekeeping in the current international order and the
crisis it confronts today first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company
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Peacekeeping and the Asia-Pacific 2016-10-20 this volume of work explores the
politics challenges and future of un peacekeeping operations from the asia pacific
UN Peace Operations and Asian Security 2005 this is an unparallelled analysis of the
state of the united nations peace operations and their impact on asian security this
new volume examines new strategies being adopted by the un including doctrinal shifts
in peace operation and assesses the division of labour between the un regional
organisation and non governmental organisations actors based on selected papers from
mostly asian scholars the book offers regional perspectives from south southeast and
northeast asia on the changing nature of un peace operations and analyses some of the
core issues that are of critical relevance to regional security in asia in addition
it reveals interesting new insights on the new players in the area of peace
operations i e china and japan and considers their projected roles as defined by
their respective security concepts it also delves into issues of possible areas of
concern caused by the new activism of these regional powers in peace operations
finally the book also revisits the significant lessons learnt from the un experience
in cambodia and east timor and examines their impact on future directions of peace
operations this book was previously published as a special issue of the leading
journal international peacekeeping
East Asia, Peacekeeping Operations, and Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
2021-11-29 focusing on east asia this collection explores the paradox of functional
regional cooperation in the areas of humanitarian assistance disaster relief and un
peacekeeping operations in a context of increasing regional tensions and threats east
asia comprising the states of the association of southeast asian nations and china
japan the republic of korea and the democratic people s republic of korea is facing a
range of human traditional climate and ideational threats in addressing some of these
threats particularly those arising from climate induced disasters this region has
been able to develop some ad hoc cooperative practices that according to functional
logics of regional integration could lead to longer term sustained coordinated
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responses and even regional partnerships similarly the region is increasingly
contributing to un peacekeeping operations where these states also cooperate in the
context of an un led mission yet despite the potential for these interactions to lead
to greater regional integration and coordinated action in responding to a range of
security threats these interactions are increasingly taking place in a context of
animosity both between regional powers and with extra regional powers this edited
collection explores these functional interactions and posits conclusions about the
potential for longer term sustained coordinated action these papers engage with a
range of theoretical approaches in explaining the patterns of relations that are
present in the region in relation to humanitarian assistance disaster relief and un
peacekeeping operations the chapters in this book were originally published as a
special issue of the australian journal of international affairs
Major Powers and Peacekeeping 2017-03-02 the problems of peacekeeping in somalia
rwanda and former yugoslavia marked a turning point for major powers in international
military peacekeeping major support for a more pro active un role in peacekeeping has
not been forthcoming and where major power involvement is deemed vital non un peace
operations have increasingly become the norm this valuable volume explores the
continuing significance of peacekeeping in international affairs particularly in
terms of its military dimensions and examines the priorities and perspectives of the
major powers in relation to their military participation in international
peacekeeping and wider peace operations in the twenty first century it is ideal for
scholars and students interested in contemporary international politics international
relations international organizations security and strategic studies conflict
resolution and foreign policy analysis
Asian Military Evolutions 2023-03-20 this book explores civil military relations in
asia with chapters on individual countries in the region it provides a comprehensive
account of the range of contemporary asian practices under conditions of abridged
democracy soft authoritarianism or complete totalitarianism through its analysis the
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book argues that civil military relations in asia ought to be examined under the
concept of asian military evolutions it demonstrates that while asian militaries have
tried to incorporate standard western derived frameworks of civil military relations
it has been necessary to adapt such frameworks to suit local circumstances the book
reveals how this has in turn led to creative fusions and novel changes in making
civil military relations an asset to furthering national security objectives
China’s Evolving Approach to Peacekeeping 2013-09-13 china has become an enthusiastic
supporter of and contributor to un peacekeeping is china s participation in
peacekeeping likely to strengthen the current international peacekeeping regime by
china s adopting of the international norms of peacekeeping or on the contrary is it
likely to alter the peacekeeping norms in a way that aligns with its own worldview
and as china s international confidence grows will it begin to consider peacekeeping
a smaller and lesser part of its international security activity and thus not care so
much about it this book aims to address these questions by examining how the prc has
developed its peacekeeping policy and practices in relation to its international
status it does so by bringing in both historical and conceptual analyses and specific
case oriented discussions of china s peacekeeping over the past twenty years the book
identifies the various challenges that china has faced at political conceptual and
operational levels and the ways in which the country has dealt with those challenges
and considers the implication of such challenges with regards to the future of
international peacekeeping this book was originally published as a special issue of
international peacekeeping
Japan and UN Peacekeeping 2003-09-02 japan s postwar constitution in which the
japanese government famously renounced war forever has meant that the country has
been reluctant until recently to commit its armed forces in the international arena
however in the last decade or so japan has played a much more active role in
peacekeeping and its troops have been deployed as part of un forces in trouble spots
as varied as the gulf cambodia the golan heights kosovo and the east timor this book
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examines these developments within the border context of international relations
theory and changes in japan s domestic and regional politics
Historical Dictionary of Multinational Peacekeeping 2021-04-10 conflicts require a
process to guide the belligerents from the battle field to mutual cooperation but how
does one provide the conflict stabilization for this peace process to operate
peacekeeping emerged as one of these tools and has evolved to become an important
element to support the peace process between belligerents in major inter state and
intra state conflict this book takes a broad definition of multinational peacekeeping
in order to provide a basis for comparison and permit researchers to review
operations labeled as peacekeeping by international organizations the goal of this
work is to assist researchers scholars and others who are interested in peacekeeping
and humanitarian operations to sort through the myriad of peacekeeping or peace
operations since 1920 and consider some of the trends and issues behind these
missions this fourth edition of historical dictionary of multinational peacekeeping
contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary
section has more than 700 cross referenced entries peacekeeping operations people
organizations countries and events associated with peacekeeping this book is an
excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about
peacekeeping
Peacekeeping in Vietnam 1984 this book explores the ramifications of the peacekeeping
mission by three countries in light of their various foreign policies set in the
wider scene of international politics the commission did more worthwhile work than is
commonly appreciated
Peacekeeping 2009-02 in 2004 in response to the group of eight g8 sea island summit
the u s established the global peace operations initiative gpoi a 5 year program to
build peacekeeping capabilities worldwide with a focus on africa since 2005 the dept
of state has allocated 374 million and selected 52 countries to participate in the
program congress mandated an assessment and report on the initiative this report
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assesses 1 progress made in meeting gpoi goals 2 whether state is consistently
assessing the quality and effectiveness of the training and 3 the extent to which
countries meet program criteria and whether trainees are adequately screened for
human rights abuses includes recommendations charts and tables
UN Robust Peacekeeping 2016-04-30 this book examines the emergent conviction that un
robust peacekeeping works better than un traditional peacekeeping in reducing
civilian killings within contemporary post cold war violent civil wars in an
unprecedented study nsia pepra has systematically and empirically documented the
relationship between robust peacekeeping and civilian killings in violent civil wars
using both statistical and case study models his research engagingly expounded upon
in un robust peacekeeping indicates that robust peacekeeping works better than
traditional peacekeeping in lowering civilian killings by spoilers in violent civil
wars his book also presents the concept of a formidable barrier model of robust
peacekeeping success using the game theoretical model it makes policy recommendations
to enhance the un s capacity to protect civilians from human rights violations
including a unified coherent doctrinal definition for robust peacekeeping an
operational doctrine on the use of force and improved un intelligence capacity nsia
pepra also suggests employing the ga 1950 uniting for peace resolution as well as
robust mandates common training doctrine pre deployment training improved un
intelligence capacity major power participation implementation of r2p and us
objective global leadership
Maritime Security and Peacekeeping 1994 maritime security and peacekeeping will be
invaluable to all students of international relations and anyone with an interest in
the development of un peacekeeping naval power and maritime security
The Oxford Handbook of United Nations Peacekeeping Operations 2015-07-09 the oxford
handbook on united nations peacekeeping operations presents an innovative
authoritative and accessible examination and critique of the united nations
peacekeeping operations since the late 1940s but particularly since the end of the
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cold war peacekeeping has been a central part of the core activities of the united
nations and a major process in global security governance and the management of
international relations in general the volume will present a chronological analysis
designed to provide a comprehensive perspective that highlights the evolution of un
peacekeeping and offers a detailed picture of how the decisions of un bureaucrats and
national governments on the set up and design of particular un missions were and
remain influenced by the impact of preceding operations the volume will bring
together leading scholars and senior practitioners in order to provide overviews and
analyses of all 65 peacekeeping operations that have been carried out by the united
nations since 1948 as with all oxford handbooks the volume will be agenda setting in
importance providing the authoritative point of reference for all those working
throughout international relations and beyond
Games of Conflict and Cooperation in Asia 2017-02-07 this edited volume is an outcome
of the first major collaborative project between japanese economists and political
scientists funded by the japan society for the promotion of science the authors of
the individual chapters show that asian states play games of conflict and cooperation
strategically by creating changing or destroying institutions for them conflict and
cooperation are inseparable phenomena and are integral parts of states strategic
interactions under constraints through the establishment of appropriate institutions
that coordinate states actions present conflict can be turned into stable cooperation
in the future no discernible difference exists in the extent of rationality between
the east and the west but substantial variations between regions or even within a
region are found in institutions that are influenced by history and culture
historical and cultural variations divide contemporary asia making regional
institutional cooperation difficult and prompting some asian states to use global or
inter regional arrangements in order to obtain benefits of cooperation qualifications
are provided for this line of argument in the first chapter which also discusses the
affinity of international relations theory and game theory with special attention to
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japan and asia the following ten substantive chapters are developed based on the
conceptual framework and for integrity and coherence are sub grouped into four parts
that correspond to major issues in international relations scholarship 1 conflict
management 2 arms control 3 trade and 4 currency
A Future for Peacekeeping? 2016-07-27 this study challenges the easy assumption that
peacekeeping as we ve known it in the past will be the pill for every ill in the
future a new world order means new types of conflict breaking out almost anywhere in
a world that is more volatile and less predictable than before contributors to this
volume argue that we need to get back to basics that there are sobering lessons to be
learnt from somalia the lebanon and cambodia that we need to ask some fundamental
questions can peacekeeping be reformed or must it be totally reinvented are soldiers
the best peacekeepers and if not who should replace them
Peacebuilding in Asia 2010 introduction is there an asian approach to peacebuilding
actors differing motivations for involvement in peacebuilding a westphalian versus a
post westphalian approach implications for peacebuilding peacebuilding within the
region the importance of bilateral relations the uniquely asian asean way
peacebuilding beyond the region china an independent foreign policy of peace or
rather contingent multilateralism india a global peacekeeper but still a regional
hegemon japan asia s exception to the rule in peacebuilding conclusion
Men, Militarism, and UN Peacekeeping 2004 in this important controversial and at
times troubling book sandra whitworth looks behind the rhetoric to investigate from a
feminist perspective some of the realities of military intervention under the un flag
whitworth contends that there is a fundamental contradiction between portrayals of
peacekeeping as altruistic and benign and the militarized masculinity that underpins
the group identity of soldiers examining evidence from cambodia and somalia she
argues that sexual and other crimes can be seen as expressions of a violent
hypermasculinity that is congruent with militarized identities but entirely
incongruent with missions aimed at maintaining peace she also asserts that recent
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efforts within the un to address gender issues in peacekeeping operations have failed
because they fail to challenge traditional understandings of militaries conflict and
women this unsettling critique of un operations which also investigates the interplay
between gender and racial stereotyping in peacekeeping has the power to change
conventional perceptions with considerable policy implications
The Economics of UN Peacekeeping 2011-07-25 peacekeeping is a security concept that
is very representative of the current interventionism multilateralism human rights
and humanitarian ideas un peacekeeping plays an important role in international
security and includes various activities that go beyond the original roles assigned
to un armed forces e g humanitarian aid election supervision disarmament mine
clearance civilian protection and peacebuilding the problem is to define the economic
efficiency of these operations and to develop some recommendations in the context of
an economic globalization process although un peacekeeping has shortcomings it must
be considered essential for organizing and defending the world politico economic
order un peacekeeping is a political activity but its production strongly depends on
nations economic considerations governments make political decisions that also take
into account the economic gains they expect to obtain from their contribution to any
specific mission with low means and inadequate strategies to meet the challenges un
peacekeeping must pay particular attention to resolving the problems of free riding
and of prisoner s dilemma in contributions that delay deployments and create
significant financial problems understanding how peacekeeping can be most cost
effectively carried out while considering the importance of legitimacy in
interventions is essential this book believes that regional organizations can ease
the un s financial responsibility by managing conflicts in their regions but to be
most effective they must involve the un in their interventions this book also
emphasizes un peacekeeping trust funds as the key to better financial effectiveness
it strongly recommends that nato be empowered by the un with the role of global peace
police and proposes the establishment of a un high ranking team of international
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specialists in peacekeeping issues this research should be of interest to students
and researchers looking at international and political economics as well as
international relations defence security and peace studies
The SAGE Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy 2019-11-25 comprising 60 3 percent of the
world s 7 2 billion population asia is an enigma to many in the west hugely dynamic
in its demographic economic technological and financial development its changes are
as rapid as they are diverse the sage handbook of asian foreign policy provides the
reader with a clear balanced and comprehensive overview on asia s foreign policy and
accompanying theoretical trends placing the diverse and dynamic substance of asia s
international relations first and bringing together an authoritative assembly of
contributors from across the world this is a reliable introduction to non western
intellectual traditions in asia volume 1 part 1 theories part 2 themes part 3
transnational politics part 4 domestic politics part 5 transnational economics volume
2 part 6 foreign policies of asian states part 6a east asia part 6b southeast asia
part 6c south central asia part 7 offshore actors part 8 bilateral issues part 9
comparison of asian sub regions
中国グローバル化の深層　「未完の大国」が世界を変える 2015-06-10 while waging war is almost as old as humanity
peacekeeping is recent but expanding rapidly over the past few decades dozens of
operations have been launched many of them still effective and more are on the way
their existence is crucial yet the general public knows relatively little about them
the a to z of multinational peacekeeping is designed to help fill this gap based on
the updated and revised edition of historical dictionary of multinational
peacekeeping it consists of an introduction chronology list of acronyms bibliography
and dictionary the dictionary includes several hundred entries on the peacekeeping
bodies organizations that established them important persons involved countries in
which they were deployed and main contributing countries such information provides
the background and depth lacking in current media reporting book jacket
EAST ASIAN STRATEGIC REVIEW 2021-07 this document presents papers on the following
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topics united nations procurement peacekeeping and defence procurement the future of
peacekeeping peacekeeping s strategic imperatives the peacekeeping role of the
conference on security and cooperation in europe japan and peacekeeping japanese
research education and training in peacekeeping navy and air force peacekeeping
canadian preparations for peacekeeping the use of overhead surveillance in united
nations activities the need for a standardized peacekeeping education and training
system and international peacekeeping
Peacekeeping & International Relations 1996 the first reference of its kind this a to
z compendium emphasizes intergovernmental organizations but includes entries relating
to the policies of a number of states toward asia pacific regionalism as well as
entries relating to links with other regions or regional entities such as the
european union to place the international organizations into the broader context of
international politics the author has also included some entries on major
international developments in the asia pacific region since 1945 the
intergovernmental organizations can be grouped into four broad types 1 region wide 2
sub regional 3 universal with regional presence 4 regional and sub regional
functional
The A to Z of Multinational Peacekeeping 2006 the focus of this book is on the
interaction between the civilian government and the military in asian and african
countries the authors have gone to great lengths to provide an accurate analysis of
both the advantages and the shortcomings of the respective countries attempts to
reach civil military cooperation each article provides the reader with the
information necessary to make a preliminary judgement on the efficiency of the given
country s ability to achieve harmony between their government and their military
United Nations Peacekeeping in the Congo: 1960-1964 1966 this book is the result of
an intense dialogue over two days between senior indian and japanese experts on un
peacekeeping operations in the early 21st century it examines the challenges faced in
un peacekeeping in the light of the brahimi committee report examines the impact of
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the un high level panel s report and international commission report on the
responsibility to protect there is an excellent case study of the sierra leone
operations and the transition of the timor leste operations finally it examines
frankly the constraints on un peacekeeping in the current international order and the
crisis it confronts today
The Journal of East Asian Affairs 1997 first published in 1998 routledge is an
imprint of taylor francis an informa company
The Participation of Japanese Military Forces in U.N. Peacekeeping Operations 1996
The Changing Face of Peacekeeping 1993
Historical Dictionary of International Organizations in Asia and the Pacific 2002
Civil Military Interaction in Asia and Africa 1991
Southeast Asian Affairs 1993
Daily Report 1994
Contemporary Southeast Asia 2006
Emerging Challenges in UN Peacekeeping Operations 2006
The Preparation and Management of Australian Contingents in UN Peacekeeping
Operations 1993
Arms and Security in Asia 2004
South Asia Defence and Strategic Year Book 2007
The Politics and Practice of United Nations Peacekeeping 2000
ASEM, the Asia-Europe Meeting 1999
Asia-Pacific Defence Reporter 1993
Central Asia and the Caucasus 2004
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